Spybattle 2165

(Background Summary)

	At its heart, 2165 is a Cyberpunk world, but there are several other elements at work as well. In a nutshell, “Population is high, Resources are low, Earth is at war.”

	Due to past wars, scarcity, riots, and climate change (rising sea levels), mankind has mostly consolidated into several large mega-cities scattered through the world, each containing billions of people. There are groups still living elsewhere – in the so-called “Wastelands”, “Disputed Territories”, and “Combat Zones” - but they are removed from the centres of power and technology. Overpopulation and resource scarcity are endemic, major problems.

	Governments still exist, and there are also 12 mega-corporations that have at least as much power as governments. They are involved primarily in fighting over limited resources. This conflict is carried out by human agents and potent killing machines as outright war is too expensive.
 
	Jumping into the middle of the action, a player takes the role of an Agent. (Agents and Spies mean the same thing, and the terms are used interchangeably in-game.) These Agents can work for governments, corporations, or independently. Spies often get a job (there are over 30 Agent Class ranks to work towards) with a Spy Agency and also form private “Factions” to help each other out. Spies manage personal resources such as Stealth, Energy, and R&D, and they can also buy “Safe Houses” and acquire a number of Primary and Secondary weapons, Helmets, Footwear and Armour.  They have a Swiss-E Account for money and a private Armory for items stored in the Safe House. They frequently run Covert Ops and Smoking Bolt Ops to make money and gain items. They can also Pickpocket or Attack other spies in the game.  These Player vs Player actions are frequent. Each spy can also hire/recruit Underworld Contacts - Computer Expert, Infiltrator, Kidnapped Specialist, and Rogue AI - to assist them, although these contacts are available only on a semi-random basis, and for limited times no longer than a week.

	There is a world-wide data network linking all the cities. Through decades of hard work by humans, the networked computers have evolved into Artificial Intelligences. Since these AIs have integrated into daily life, they have gained great power.  There is now a group of AIs and Humans who have leveraged their power into an “AI Council”. The AI Council oversees resources and governments with the stated goal of keeping humankind alive. Robotic servants, transports, security systems, assassins, and war machines are also common.  Manufacturing and resource gathering (food, raw materials, recycling) is also automated with either human scale robots or invisible nanobots.

	Mankind has reached a kind of immortality based on many medical advances, but mostly due to the too small to be seen “Regenabot”.  The regenabot is a type of nanobot capable of amazing healing abilities in the human body.  Even death is not final to the bot, as long as enough of the body can be found.  Even if the body can’t be found, human cloning and memory backups ensure individual humans march on; after a short stint in the hospital, that is.

	These regenebots are normally controlled by the AIs, and are only easily found near the Mega-Cities and/or in healing centers called Hospitals. This has led to a number of mental shifts in mankind, including a huge lack of concern for personal well-being. Resources are often valued more than human lives.

	As such, blood sports and violence are incredibly common. “Nukebike” racing is the most popular ultraextreme sport, nukebikes being essentially rockets with limited steering ability. Nukebike gangs also roam the wastelands. Drugs are common, as are enhanced “tattoos” called “NanoGlyphs” that grant longer-term physical and mental enhancements through nanobot technology.

	There is one notable splinter/terrorist group called the Sons of Earth. Their leader calls himself the Son of Earth, an “optimized” clone given the memories and knowledge of a large group of mankind’s smartest people. Under his leadership, the formerly peaceful SoE became militant, fighting against the AI Council in the name of their increasingly extreme agenda to free mankind from its dependency on computers, technology, and AI influence.  
 
	Colonies in space have been founded on or near several planets and moons in the Solar System, Mars being the largest. These are primarily mining stations, whose resources were send to Earth to help maintain the huge population. This is done through large space stations called “Farcasters” that use technology to “throw” and “catch” ships and rocks headed to and from Earth. These colonies will eventually lead to the story of the sister game to Spybattle – Star Pirates.

Full Timeline → http://www.snakeheadgames.com/?page_id=207

(Images)

	Almost all of the larger, thematic images in the game were made for the “Ascension” missions. Those can be found here --> http://www.snakeheadgames.com/images/ascension/

(Reference Terms and Lists)
	(Because a big part of Spybattle's charm is in the names...)

Mega-Cities:
	London: “Nearly underwater due to the rising sea levels, the headquarters of MI6 are still an intelligence force. When not raining, it's usually snowing.”
	Ottawa: “Traditionally a peacekeeping country, Canada's abundant natural resources have made it a target of espionage. The Canadian Security Intelligence Services(CSIS) is the country's top spy agency.”
	Tel Aviv: “History and experience has Israel's Mossad much sought after for their expertise.”
	Beijing: “Powerful by sheer size, China's Ministry of State Security (MSS) has agents in every country in the world.”
	Canberra: “Location makes the Australian Secret Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) a side player on the world stage...at least so everyone is led to believe. An excellent location for quiet dealings.”
	Delhi: “India's Intelligence Bureau is second in size only to China's. A central location and friendly relations with most countries makes Delhi a hub of activity. India's Intelligence Bureau is second in size only to China's. A central location and friendly relations with most countries makes Delhi a hub of activity. ”
	Washington: “Although not as important on the world stage as in the past, the United States' Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) still has a large influence throughout the world.”
	Moscow: �gThe Main Intelligence Directorate (Glavnoje Razvedyvatel'noje Upravlenije - GRU) is Russia's largest intelligence agency. Although apparently more open to visitors in the last few decades, Moscow remains a city of secrets.�
	Pretoria: �gSouth Africa dominates the African international stage. The National Intelligence Agency (NIA) ensures that it maintains this prestigious position.�
	Buenos Aires: “Rising sea levels have caused Buenos Aires to re-locate further inland. Argentina's proximity to Antarctica and its recently inhabitable land area keep the Secretaria de Inteligencia (Intelligence Secretariat, S.I.) busy.”
	Brasilia: “Drugs and guns are still a large part of some political activities. Brazil is a major supplier of both and the Brazilian Intelligence Agency is kept busy focussing mostly on internal issues.”
	Antarctic City: “Rising sea levels and warming climates have resulted in permanent residents in Antarctica. Antarctic City is a small but extremely important post for Antarctic expansion and exploitation.”

The Main Mega Corporations/Power Blocs:
	GCryToyHyBMF Motors
	D-fensive Systems Inc.
	Assault Systems Inc.
	SREAG Incorp.
	Snakehead Games Inc.
	Gnomes Finance
	Celeb Idol News Corp.
	NanoMeds USA
	AI VirtuaPets (Japan)
	Fusion4u.com.atlantis Ltd.
	UGCC

	Luddites: Not dissimilar to the Sons of Earth, favouring anachronistic technology and committed to the rejection of AI, computers and suchlike in their entirety for humanistic reasons ratehr than through pseudo-religious hyper-environmentalism. Will still try to blow you up.

Safe Houses:
	Parent's Basement
	Spot Under Bridge
	Crickhouse Closet
	Disused Public Restroom
	Shared Freight Container
	Coffin Hotel
	Dirty Noodle House
	PermaDocked Fishing Boat
	Abandoned Communal Warehouse
	Abandoned Subway Hideaway
	Brownstone
	Underground Bunker
	Bungalow
	Detached House
	Penthouse
	Office Building
	Zeppelin
	Abandoned Marine Lab
	Decommissioned Hospital
	Mountain Cave Complex
	Secret Underground Lab
	Impressive Spy Tower
	Private Island
	Exotic Volcanic Island
	Space Lab

Items - Equipment (Descriptions not included):
	3T Grip Sneakers 
	Adamant-Laced Combat Boots 
	Adamantine Helmet
	AI-Enhanced Adamant-Laced Combat Boots
	AI-Link Helmet: Aggressive 
	AI Assisted Light Blade
	AI Sniper Assembly
	Anti-Riot Helmet
	Assault Armor
	Assault Armor V2.0
	Assault Armor V2.1
	Assault Armor V2.1T 
	Bulletproof Vest
	Commando Knife
	Complete Steelloy Helmet
	Combatascan Computer
	Concussive Mace
	Dazer
	Deflection Suit
	Flak Jacket
	Gumsole Shoes 
	Holographic Mimic
	Jimmy Shuz 
	Laser Pistol
	Machine Pistol
	Marksmans Helmet
	Marksmans Helmet V2.0
	Modern Combat Boots 
	Monofilament Vorpal Weapon
	Monofilament Weapon
	Monomolecular Off-Hand Blade
	Multi-Spectrum Jammer
	Neutron Rifle
	Nukebike Boots 
	Nukebike Helmet
	Off-the-Shoulder Ball Gown 
	Offhand Laser Pistol
	Pulsar Weaver Device
	Riot Helmet
	Scanner Helmet
	Scanner Helmet V2.0 
	Self-Powered Flame Thrower
	Shield Projection Suit 
	Shrieker Armor
	Signature Scrambler Circuit
	SoE Daggerpoints
	Sonic Blast Shield
	Stiletto-Heeled Pumps
	Stun Grenade
	Swiss Army Shoes
	Tabi of Ludd
	Tall SynthiLeather Boots 
	Tesla Pistol
	Tritalloy Knife
	Tritalloy Mesh and Plate Armor
	Tuxedo
	Uber-Spy Watch
	Ultra Tuxedo Oxfords
	Vibro Dagger
	Whiplash Gauntlet

Items - “Consumables” (Descriptions not included):
	1805 Walkin Whisky
	20-MB-13
	20-MB-13-B
	C.H.E.E.S.E.
	Cat Ears 
	Clown Suit
	Cognihance NM-1546
	Crick
	Expresso
	Holographic Projector
	Martini
	Minispray
	Nano Mods
	Personal Energy Shield
	Poison Pill
	Regenabot Summoner
	Regenaspray
	Satellite Signature Tracker 
	Secret Dossier
	Stimafinil
	Trench Coat
	W.H.I.N.E. 

